Before transferring to your country, I had to take ESL courses. I think I’ve learned the language pretty well, but phonetically only.

anne, auks, awe, aye, balm, beau, buh, caste, cull, cull, dick, dies, e, e, e, flay, four, gnaw, gnaw, gnus, heir, key, knees, knew, knock, lass, lee, leigh, mag, men, owe, pea, pub, puh, quay, rho, right, saw, schuss, seize, suh, tall, tee, tick, ting, uh, uh, uh, um, up, vuhn, wrap, wry, yew

1. A single-bit ax with an adze-shaped hoe (3)
2. Vitamin B₂ (4)
3. Like some fans (4)
4. Nightly broadcast (2)
5. 1943 Incident (2)
6. Musical instrument with a vertical frame (5)
7. Physically harmful or destructive (2)
8. In an efficient manner (3)
9. Type of Swiss cheese (3)
10. Extravagently emotional (4)
11. State of bliss (4)
12. Incendiary device (5)
13. Dealing with the operation of planes (5)
14. Treat with a type of salt (3)
15. Mental disorders (3)